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Pre-Class Instructions: Purchase your Pattern. Please read the instructions in your pattern at least one (1) time 
before class. This will help to ensure that you understand the cutting information below. It is strongly 
encouraged that you have the papers, templates, and fabrics for the entire project cut out, placed in bags, and 
ready to use in class. Since this is usually a one day class, if these steps are not completed, it will be difficult for 
you to catch up to participate during class. 
 

Foundation Papers:   Follow the basic instructions on page 2 of your pattern to cut the foundation papers, 
template Layout Sheets and background sections for the Wrapped in Ribbon.  There are enough papers to make 
two runners so you will only need enough for one during class. 
 
Cutting Instructions:  Please read through “Cutting Instructions” on your pattern before beginning the steps 
below.  We recommend checking the Quiltworx website for pattern corrections before you begin cutting your 
fabric.  Note:  Please make sure all of the Template Sheets, Foundation papers, and pieces are placed in the 
correct bags! 
 
Sub-Cutting fabric Instructions:  Follow the cutting instructions under “Cutting Instructions” for all three 
bags on pages 4-5.  After cutting all the fabrics, clip pieces using large paper clips and place in specified bags. 
 

If you have any questions regarding this class, please contact me directly. You may also want to check out the 
website www.quiltworx.com prior to selecting fabrics. There are many samples, slide shows, and color-
changing quilts available for you to enjoy. Also check for any corrections and helpful hints on the website. 
 
 
 

If you need help in selecting fabric, give me a call. 

Kelly Grant 
623-332-8883 

kelly@learn2paperpiece.com 



 

 

Wrapped in Ribbon 
 
Supplies: 
Sewing Machine in good working order 
 a ¼” foot without guide 
 an all-purpose foot with clear area and flat bottom 
 machine accessories including cord & foot pedal 

Size 70/10 Microtex Sharp sewing needles 
Good quality thread to blend with your fabrics (I recommend Aurifil) 
Pre-wind 1-2 bobbins prior to class   
Small Iron and pressing mat (optional) 
Rotary cutter – 45mm & 60mm 
12 x 18 rotary cutting mat (to fit by your machine) 
Add-A-Quarter PLUS rulers 
 6” 
 12” 

6” x 12” or 6” x 24” Ruler 
Scissors 
Seam ripper 
Purple Thang 
UHU glue stick AND Glue pen (SewLine or Fons & Porter) 
Quilting pins (long and thin) 
 

Pattern, Fabric & other supplies: 
Wrapped in Ribbon Table Runner Pattern by Judy Niemeyer 
Fabrics and papers prepared using the pre-cutting instructions 
Zip Lock Bags-3 gallon size 
Jumbo smooth paper clips (box of 100 recommended) 
 

If you have any questions, give me a call. 
 

Kelly Grant 
623-332-8883 
kelly@learn2paperpiece.com 
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